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Cut is a countertop washbasin inspired by the idea that less is more, with streamlined lines and edge-cut proﬁles. This sculptural washbasin is

obtained by juxtaposing two complementary and ﬁnished shapes: the recessed basin and the raised supported surface. The two elements, contained
in the ideal frame, are fused together in a delicate balance between solid and hollow. The external frame highlights the internal layout, making the
washbasin a key item in the bathroom. Cut’s modular layout, with three available sizes and two versions with or without countertop, is also
available in different colour versions

Pod is a countertop washbasin characterized by organic forms inspired by nature. It’s a shell designed to receive water – an agile, independent and
versatile element – while reﬂecting the comfort and wellness of this element. A sophisticated project, developing different curves which give

origin to four shapes that can be reduced to simple geometry: circle, square, rectangle, oval. The wide range of sizes meets all aesthetical and
functional needs.

Track is a countertop washbasin, inspired by Valdama’s aesthetical and technical studies on shape modelling and proﬁle streamlining. It’s

characterized by a deﬁned shape, a simple and absolute geometry, which welcomes the soft materiality of ceramics. Track is an ideal frame,

designed to welcome the ever-changing water experience and to give a shape to its ﬂuidity, taking on the independence of an art object. Track is
available in three different sizes and in different colours with matte or glossy ﬁnish.
All of them is designed by Prospero Rasulo for Valdama [http://www.valdama.it/]
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Aunts and Uncles collection
by Philippe Starck for
Kartell
The entire collection of seating
and tables are produced in
transparent poly...
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MŌNO design store,
Honolulu - Hawaii
MŌNO design store, Honolulu
- Hawaii

arabismestetik
agrea with you
http://hostnile.com/ar/

“Magne-Hinge” Magnetic
Frame customizable eyewear
by Nendo
The 0.8mm carved titanium
frame uses magnets layered
and hooked together all...

Jewellery store design by
Hezi Levy
A jewelry store and designer
clothes on the street mall,
Ramat Yishai
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